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The third highlight of *Shooting Guns* is the album opener, the exotic dance-medley "The Night of the Live"
(Composed, arranged, and conducted by Ennio Morricone). The album also features a Portuguese version of one of
Ennio's most recognized scores, ""Edaram De Amor"" for his Music of the Movies. It has long been the most popular
arrangement of this number. After hearing the instrumental version, the vocal arrangements on the new album are

magnificent. This is the first time in my experience that I hear the latter as a true vocal interpretation. Quality vocals
are an important part of the record, and throughout the performances on this album, Ennio Morricone makes

outstanding choices. This spectacular new release offers a detailed exploration of Maestro Morricones incredible
range. Dominating the album is an English-language arrangement of Ricky Lee Revolos hit song, Dream a Little

Dream of Me. The song is being redone for the movie version of the show, Dirty Dancing. It is a very emotional piece
and will no doubt provide the perfect soundtrack to the soon to be released movies adaptation of this classic tale. The
second highlight is the evocative ballad You May Say, composed by Ennio for the film Il Mio Nome E"" My Name Is Joe.
It also was used in the film il Mio Nome E"" My Name Is Joe in 1997. This collection, a veritable encyclopedia of Italian

music, is the perfect way to sample diverse styles. From the age of Mozart to the modern symphony, youre
guaranteed to find an especially appealing work to your liking. Volume 1: Symphonies 1. Moonlight Sonata 2.

Serenade 3. Scherzo for Orchestra 4. Adagio for Strings 5. Largo 6. Finale 7. Ah! Mimì..... In the internet there are lots
of sites with list of free music. For example: List of free music by composer House library plus Strathmore library
Popular mus Musopen Free Music Archives Public Domain music of the world internet archive Free music Archive
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Ennio Morricone is one of the most prolific composers of film music today. This one-of-a-kind collection captures a
wide range of his most memorable compositions from his career. The collection features artists spanning the entire

musical spectrum including Chris Botti, Robby Krieger, and Rene Fleming. It also includes re-worked film themes from
the West Side Story movie, the Mission: Impossible movie, a remix of Charlie Chaplin's classic The Gold Rush, a

collaboration with Herbie Hancock, and a remix of Zza Bella by Andrea Bocelli. The result is an ambitious and varied
album that is filled with twists, turns and glorious musical moments.. After launching his first crossover album The
Essential Morricone, on February 2, 2009, Morricone is back with an array of deeply personal, timeless music and

material, including his massive body of film scores and a top-caliber collection of contemporary instrumental music,
from the jazz trio featuring Bad Plus drummer Steve Nelson on flugelhorn, clarinetist Bobby Carcaterra and guitarist
Tom Bukovac. MoMA, The Museum of Modern Art in New York, has created a new space for film to inspire and move
people. Open only a few hours a day, this spectacular space allows an intimate view into the richness of film's visual

art and music history. An MoMA For Music exhibition features music by film composers, musicians and directors
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spanning the history of the medium. The result is The Essential Ennio Morricone: a massive collection of the
composer's best moments spanning two disc. With this collection, Morricone takes his place in a new generation of

great artists who have shaped the world of film music. 5ec8ef588b
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